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The we need to do this more often edition

How precarious is success when it's
simply the absence of failure?

Front and rear covers
The intrepid Ken Sutton is our main man for this
issue. At the point of being photographed by the
ever opportunistic Dave Cox, Ken's drive shaft is an
inch too short, his charging system doesn't work,
his front brake is stuck on, he has no gloves, no
tools and no petrol. And the problem with that is?
He's about to go out on The Three Magpies ride
out, and get away with it!
Michael Wadsworth calls the left picture "The big
Hammer Squad" It's an attempt to make Ken's
drive shaft circlip stay as long as possible. Big
hammers are always a joke but sometimes only
artillery will do.
On the right is a study in concentration from Ian
Matthews. Richard Squance owns the other pair of
hands. See page 33 for why. Dave Cox took this
photo too. The trouble with having Dave Cox
present is everyone else's photography looks
sloppy and hurried and to enjoy it, the inside of the
rear cover features two of Dave's proper
photographs with no sign of a motorcycle in them at
all, a double sided Russell Johnson K750
experience and Voskhod piece's AA recovery
queen, pre disaster. I was impressed by how
beautiful she looks. How did that happen?
Ian Matthews is also the outside of the rear cover.
Check out the kitchen sink and the silencer. The
pannier really is a kitchen sink, with retaining strap
holding the plug in and the silencer is made of
stainless steel discarded by the dairy the previous
owner's husband worked for. That previous owner
was Val Cropp who passed away a little over a
year ago but retired from riding this outfit a while
before that. Val and Frank were the original
instigators of the COC rally at The Three Magpies
in the mid seventies. PJB went there while still a
student! Ian bought it not so much in a hedge as
the hedge itself. He has the evidence on his phone
and one day might share it with us if I can hassle
him into accepting the terrifying IT challenge of
emailing pictures. It seems a fitting memorial to Val
to see her Dnepr back at The Three Magpies
I feel guilty having to admit this but this year, you
don't have my undivided attention. My race team
boss has piled on the responsibility and stretched
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my personal resources past the point where I can
meet his expectations. Consequently the season
so far has been a matter of getting away with it too,
just like Ken Sutton.
We took both Triumph triples to Goodwood, both
rebuilt and run for a few minutes only in the
workshop and used the test day to run in and set
up at the same time. Negativity is fatal of course
and I kept quiet about how unhappy I was about
leaving so much unchecked, without enough
workshop time before we threw them into battle in
the Barry Sheene Memorial Trophy race.
Goodwood is special, it's not an ordinary race
meeting and we were
in it no matter what,
everyone thinks that.
Right, this happened
and we've been
basking in the glow of
sweet success ever
since. The quote on
the front cover isn't
really one, it's what
getting away with it
feels like. It's like
pleading with the
universe. "We
deserve it don't we?
Please, just this once!" For anyone interested try
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QFg1VegH2Ak
Since then we've been to Pembrey and took three
wins before she came past as Graham passed the
last lap flag sounding wrong. Not misfiring or
anything, just off colour. The next time he came
round to take the chequered flag and the final race
of the weekend she was obviously in serious pain.
Fortunately at Pembrey the route off the track is
only the hairpin away from the finish line and she
made it back to the garage, just.
A broken cam follower necessitated another engine
rebuild there's not time for. The bits went
everywhere, impregnating the main bearing shells
and scuffing up the timing side roller. You don't just
screw this together, it's all clocked up and
measured as you go which takes days. Oh well, if
art was easy it wouldn't be art would it? This is why
this has to be my last season, it's all getting much
too serious!

Forthcoming events
WARTBURG TRABANT IFA CLUB UK 50th
ANNIVERSARY EVENTS.
The Wartburg Trabant IFA Club UK reaches its 50th
anniversary in 2019. This is a significant moment
for any club, but particularly so for one with a niche
interest such as ours.
Iron Curtain Vehicle Weekend. Yorkshire Dales:
12 – 14 July 2019. Starting at the National Coal
Mining Museum (underground tour for those that
want it) then moving to the Embsay and Bolton
Abbey Railway near Skipton. Saturday sees a day
tour through some of Britain’s most spectacular
scenery, with lunch at the attractive town of Hawes.
On Sunday there is an Eastern Bloc vehicle rally on
the forecourt of Embsay Station. Train rides (even
a steam-hauled full English breakfast) available.
Red Oktober – Coventry Transport Museum: 5
October 2019. A return to this brilliant venue for a
relaxing display of Eastern Bloc motoring
excellence.
Camping is available at the weekend events, or
there is a wide selection of alternative
accommodation in the Skipton area. Pub evening
meals will be available. Participants are welcome
to join in for all or any part of either weekend event.
As ever the man to ask is Richard Hemington
Events Officer, Wartburg Trabant IFA Club UK
Events@IFAClub.co.uk or Mob: 07736 962572
Dent. The Dent formula is it takes place the
weekend after the May bank holiday and the
second weekend in October. For 2019 this means
it's October 12th and 13th. Some people get there
on the Friday and spend two nights in the pub.
Watch this space for info on the possibility of
entertainment in the barn in the form of a sort of
show what you brung slide and picture show of
contributor’s motorcycle related adventures.
Ural France will hold their bi-annual mega rally
near Bethune in North East France on September
22nd 2019. Mike Rowe is already getting excited
by this and it’s within easy reach of the COC
enough to turn it into something of a club
adventure. See November/December 2017
Horizontal View page 9 to find out what happened
last time they did it at St Nectaire.
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For the essential info
visit www.uralfrance.com and click the
red info panel. You
need to register with
Ural France and book
your pitch with Parc
D'Olhain campsite. I'm going to do this.
Epping Revival 6th and 7th July 2019. No it isn't.
Sorry people, this event fell foul of a tangle of red
tape and had to be abandoned.

AGM

This takes place at Greetham
Campsite, Rutland, same as last
year on the weekend of August 30th to
September 1st. See November/December 2018
HV for how good it was. It must be pointed out that
the same offer of half price camping, subsidised by
the club, is in place for this year as it was for last.
When adding the numbers up you’ll see that the
saving of £18 for the weekend is comparable to
your membership fee. The AGM itself is on
Saturday morning. Gina's cafe will be open for
the duration. This is NOT the same venue planned
for the Red Star Rally although it's nearby. There
may be awards for such things as furthest travelled,
shiniest bike, scruffiest bike, most unfortunate
experience and so on. If there isn't time, turn up
anyway and kick up a fuss to make sure there will
be next year!

Northern
MZ
rallies

6/8th September
The Pheasant Inn
Harmby DL85PA
Near Leyburn
North Yorkshire
Nice pub campsite about a mile from Leyburn and
walking distance to Middleham (Middleham castle
was the boyhood haunt of Richard III). The
campsite is 5 minutes walk from a waterfall where
Kevin Costner got his kit off in Robin Hood. Good
for a cold shower if you are that way out, but hot
showers and toilets are on site All other Yorkshire
splendiferousness is available. Camping for those
on bikes is in the bottom field, for those going in
vans. I know, it’s a strange concept going to a bike
rally in a van. Unless of course you are a Jawa
rider (copyright Bynnzi). There are very limited
spaces and these must be prebooked at the pub on
01969622223 For further details contact Duncan
on 07453777122

Hunt for Red October 25/26/27 October
At Batemans brewery, Wainfleet, Lincolnshire.
To coincide with their gin and beer festival
Treasure hunt, film show road kill cafe and other
fun. Camping £8 per night. Further details please
contact Charles Hancock 0789579923 Read
Charles from page 21 to find out how last time
went.

Red
Star

The next Red Star rally has been
provisiuonally booked for 21st to
23rd August 2020 at the Greetham
Community Centre, Greetham,
Oakham, Rutland. LE15 7NG. Tony visited the site
when we had our AGM and having spoken to them
it appears to suit our needs very well. There is a
large hall to accommodate 200plus, separate
meeting room if we want to hold our AGM that
weekend, fully licensed bar, fully equipped kitchen,
nice level playing fields for camping, good car park,
toilets and showers that can be open 24 hours.
They can do Friday and Saturday evening meals
and Saturday/Sunday breakfasts. The only
downside is no electrical hookup points and no
water standpipes on the field. Water
is available from the building. We
haven't discussed costs but judging
by their tarrif sheet it seems
reasonable.

several thousand pounds to run each year. All of
this is through donations of individuals and
organisations. We are looking for 3 wheelers and
solo riders to attend the event, help marshall and to
take children out for a day of fun with the charity.
Additionally any sponsorship or fundraising help or
donations are also appreciated. Please contact me
on the below if you are able to help.
www.projumbogb.org.uk or 07496042541

Politburo

The children are taken to the venue in motorcycle
combinations, 3-wheeled cars and trikes, escorted
by riders on solo motorcycles. The children are
looked after by the same rider or couple for the day
along with their Carers or parents. Solo riders can
also take care of a child at the venue if they want
to.

President &Technical Advisor Peter Ballard:
01225 891634. pjb.barnend@icdonline.co.uk
General Secretary: Tony Jones: 01942
605949/07504 700522
cossack@blueyonder.co.uk
Treasurer: Phil Inman: 01780 720420
coc.treasurer@mail.com
Membership Secretary: Gina Inman 01780
720420 membership@cossackownersclub.co.uk
Show Organiser: Carl Booth: 01253 720327
comradecarl@mail.com
Webmaster: Dave Cox: 01794 884492
info@russianmotorcycles.co.uk
Regalia: Phil & Gina Inman: 01780 720420
regalia@cossackownersclub.co.uk
Magazine editor: Paul Codling 01508 520890
paulcodling@mail.com
Facebook: Because almost everyone does it.
www.facebook.com/cossackownersclub
Interesting motorcycle stuff only please. By that
we mean culturally compatible. David Cox finds it
necessary to filter out all sorts of the internet's
alternative content!

It will be held on the 14th September 2019. It has
been running consistently every year since 1961.
Jumbo GB is a charitable organisation and it takes

This magazine was printed beautifully in Leeds by
Thistle Print Ltd, Unit 6, Aston Court.
01132040600 www.thistleprint.co.uk

Alistair
Cobb

This Year I have started to help
out at a charity called the Jumbo
GB organisation reg 506169.
The Jumbo GB Organisation is
a voluntary organisation that has been running
since 1961 whose aim is to provide an annual
outing, to a suitable venue for children with
disabilities and special needs. We call it "The
Jumbo Run". The run leaves from the Landrover
sports and social club in Solihull.
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Here's
Paul
Eden,
the man behind the name......
All events are open to all makes and types of
Classic, Vintage and Veteran Vehicles,
Motorcycles, Tractors & Machinery, I would be
grateful if you could add these dates into your
events calendar or Newsletter. Full details and
entry forms are available from our website
www.shakespearesrally.com Should you wish to
attend as a club please get in touch first so we can
send you a ‘club invitation’ entry form. Dates
remaining this year are............
10/11th August – Tortworth Vintage Rally,
Wickwar, Gloucestershire, GL12 8LF
14/15th September – Stoke Prior Steam Rally,
Bromsgrove, Worcestershire, B60 4LF

shakespearesrally

These are of course family days out organised by
businesses in order to rake in a few quid and not
particularly for us, but...........
Mark Avis sent me some pictures of "One side of
the engine, a huge 4cyl cross-compound - with two
barrels in series on each side, each pair connected
to their own crank 90 degrees out from the other
side onto the drum. They run it now and again on
compressed air, it takes ages to blow up the bottles
for a few seconds run and apparently the electric
bill is frightening."

The engine in question, above, is in the Astley
Green Colliery Museum. Mark went there, being
an industrial revolutionary history sort of bloke.
Well, you know how we find a campsite for a rally
then wonder where to go for the secondarily
important ride out? How about if instead, we pick a
must see museum and then think about
accomodation once we've resolved to go see it?
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Hatching
a plot

Mike Rowe sent me "Do you
have any interest in a ride to
Morocco next year? Richard
(Squance) said he would be
interested thinking April maybe. Cheers Mike.

Interest, was he kidding? I told him I'd been to
Morocco many times before and it's wonderful.
"We could of course go from say Dover and ride
through France, if someone didn't have the time for
this we could meet them as they arrived in
Santander from Plymouth! Personally I can take as
much time off work as I want, and I do love France
so maybe I would do this, but I can adapt to others
wishes as well.
Paul, you have experience of Morocco, which is
invaluable, as regarding what time of year I just
looked at the climate reports on the WWW and
came up with April / May In your experience is this
the best time not too hot? Could be a bit chilly if
riding through France, so 2 pairs of thermals
required. The only bit I have in mind is to call into
Chris Tomes in Portugal, maybe on the way down
and up. Maintenance for both bike and humans!
Some inspirational picture of your previous trips
would be good." I like The Atlas like this, below,

but we'll need a month to get up there. The
Northern cities are developed and industrial and
not unil you get South of Tetuoan does Morocco
feel like an exotic adventure. The small city of
Chaouen is one of the world's best places and in
easy reach of the ferry, an easy two week ride from
the UK. Watch https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=nl-UDN27neU for an insight into tranquility.
Whether anything will come of this is anyone's
guess but the idea's running, over to providence,
good luck and the spirit of adventure then!

Greenwood's
Gallery

Over the Easter
bank holiday
weekend, we
attended a Sidecar
Club rally in South Yorkshire. I was really
impressed with this Moto Guzzi/Watsonian outfit.
The bike is a Guzzi Califonia Eldorado 1400cc Vee
Twin. It has Wasp leading link front forks. The
sidecar is a wider version of their popular
Watsonian GP model. I expect it is a costly outfit
(I did not ask) it looks like a top of the range model
and the Wasp forks are not cheap!

interested in the Pioneer Run. It is held in March
each year for Veteran Bikes and they run from
Epsom to Brighton. However, they always have
difficulty in the heavy traffic especially approaching
Brighton town centre.
So the organisers this year decided to alter the
route so as to miss this part of the route. From
Henfield, they
continue onto
Shoreham-onSea and follow
the coast road
which
terminates onto
the seafront at
Brighton. Most
competitors
appeared to
prefer this new
route as it really
helped their old bikes from overheating and helped
reliability. It was a 70 mile each way trip for us on
our Ural combo but the weather was glorious and
we sat at the roadside for most of the day watching
the competitors.

In my opinion, it suits the bike perfectly, and they
both look right together. See from the rear view
photo how the sloping panniers blend in with the
slopping rear boot of the sidecar. Last year we got
2 awards at this
rally for best
sidecar outfit on
our Ural and long
distance 188 miles,
but no luck for us
this time.
Nothing to do with
Russian bikes but
you may be
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John
Tickell's
Internet

Had enough four stroke
Planeta conversions yet? It
seems that once you get into
it you discover that what you
once thought of as a miracle
of back yard engineering is in
fact a pretty commonplace fun thing to do with
Planetas. John found this, below, having found the
first one. This one is the shiniest yet and the
picture on the
previous page
is from the
engine build
Youtube clip,
so's this, right.
Sadly, they
might be
brilliant
engineers but no one has yet taken a lovely photo
of anything intertesting, you'll have to make do with
these scruffy
shambles.
There must
be loads of
old sidevalve
barrels about
and
sidevalves
make the
valve train
simple of
course.

However it was only going to be a matter of time
before we stumbled across a serious raising of the
bar. Opposite is yet another mutant Planeta but
this one gets an over head cam Dnepr cylinder.
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The so far three
part Youtube
documentary
covers the
conversion of
the crank to
take the belt
drive, the
sawing of the
end off an in
line four
camshaft,
welding up and machining the Dnepr head and
camshaft carrier and modifying rockers from
goodness knows where. https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=zDr0jxbhpG8&feature=youtu.be is part
two, a good place to start looking for the rest.
Sorry about the internet links, I know not everyone
does it but these days it's a thing. If you want, try
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bxvVgP0qQ04
and watch a
smug Russian
tear off on
most of a tatty
old Planeta
with a
sidevalve top
on it, sounding
surprisingly
OK!
I think that's
covered the four stroke Planeta subject. When
someone builds one in the UK, let me know. With
all those G3 Matchlesses and B31 BSAs we have
to choose from maybe they won't. But then they're
all prohibitively collectible so perhaps there is an
incentive to break out the Bridgeport rather than the
Frankensteinian excuse of "because you can" !

You may not know that
the twice yearly
gathering at Conder
Farm in Dent is not
actually an official COC
event. The sadly missed
Trevor College was the instigator and prime mover
originally and because he happened to be a club
member, lots of us went. His ghost haunts
Dentdale still and the COC always turns up without
any executive input from the club, somehow the
event just runs itself. Here's what it looked like......

Dent, the
usual
suspects

Right, camp
Coppin. Fellow
member John
Denny came up in
conversation with
Steve, particularly
the fact that
John's not so well
these days. I mentioned that John's BMW powered
Dnepr would be offered for sale in this issue of HV,
consequently it isn't because Steve asked for his
phone number in order to buy it now. By the time
you read this the deal will have been done and
dusted. See page 33.

Below, Womble supervises the setting up of Phil's
picture show in the barn, for this event using a
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shiny screen made of the world's toughest plastic.
The glare from the low sun necessitating the poking
of holes in it for bungees to hold it at the correct
angle. Projector shimming on the front of the
sidecar was critical. He doesn't just plug it all in
you know! Only a few of us watched a film of the
John Britten story, the Kiwi genius who almost beat
Ducati at Daytona with hardly any money, but was
foiled by a fried rectifier. Food in the pub drove
most people to eat.
It was a brilliant film and when the music dropped
into a minor key for the crack in the engine's front
cylinder liner, with only a few hours before the race,
we all thought "Oh no, it can't be all over now!" I
had the same thought when the Voskhod's gearbox
locked up going
home, more of
that later.
On the subject of
resourcefulness,
right is one of
Phil's fork top
nuts, cast in
bronze in his back
yard and thread
cut in his kitchen.

Previous page
bottom, Mark's
sidecar is on the
right for this year,
and the summer's
trip to Poland.
Check out the no
expense spared
tyre and shininess
.
Below, Mike and
Derek enjoying it.

Austria? Goodness knows, it's a global economy
these days.

Russell Johnson's
speedo proudly
proclaims "Made in
Russia" That'll be why
the odometer's
numbers have rattled
loose then.
Below is Vince's half
Ukrainian, half German outfit accompanied by his
faithful Scandinavian (?) dog and below that is
Sarah's completely German MZ, apart from its
knitted seat cover.
When Mike's wife met him he was a Voskhod pilot.
She still married him he was happy to point out but
the theme of his tale was electrical. Young Mike
discovered the Voskhod alternator has sperate
coils for all its various functions and not having
indicators, he could use the redundant indicator coil
to improve his lights simply by adding it to the
alternator's lighting output. Apparently it doesn't
blow the headlight bulb. Would it blow the ignition
coil if you added it to the ignition output in an effort
to improve the Voskhod's notoriously poor low
speed spark? More of this later too.
Right, John Harrop on the
left, has been a COC
member on and off for so
long he should always be
considered as such. This
is why HV features a
picture of him in spite of
the Aprillia he rode to
Dent, which strangely was
made entirely in China!
Derek rode a BMW single
with the same Rotax
engine as Aprillia's Pegaso
5 valve single but with only four valves, made in
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Comrade Carl threw into the boiling pot that is our
commitee's decision making process the idea that
we should make our AGM exciting by the
introduction of prizes or evening entertainment.
Other clubs do this, it's a good idea. Watch this
space to find out if anything comes of it. Dent
however, is in the Yorkshire Dales, somewhere
you'd want to go anyway wouldn't you?
There's a gated road, to keep the sheep in, which
leads from Ingleton to Dent which I've intended to
explore for years but I've always been too busy
talking to get round to it. This year I did it........

Up here somewhere is
what used to be a
show cave in Victorian
times. In its heyday as
a tourist attraction it
was lit and used as a
concert venue but the
company who owned it, if people can own ancient
rock formations, fell on hard times. All the
stalagtites and stalagmites were sawn off and sold
to recover the initial investment and the cave was
abandoned.
If you know where it is you can clamber about in it
with a torch and John Harrop once met cave divers
coming the other way, slithering through a slot in
the roof. Not far away, Malham Cove does modern
tourists and gets packed at weekends but it's still
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worth the
ride across
the moors to
go look.
Pencil in
Dent in
October to
talk yourself
hoarse over
dinner with a few pints in The Sun and be
enthralled by the majesty of Yorkshire, what's not to
like? This year's most memorable tale was Vince's
recollection of taking an unfortunate internet date, a
lady who'd never been on a motorcycle before, to
the Dragon Rally! Not his fault of course. Those
dating sites all swap info and although he posted
his profile on Double Hard Rally Heros it didn't stay
there. Who
did she think
she was
talking to?
Oh yeah, and
I went to
Barbon hill
climb as well.
Sometimes, if
you're lucky,
the motorcycle meeting coincides with Dent in May.
Barbon is about 4 miles away. There are several
classes including classics and road racers although
most of it is leary supermotos which thunder up the
1/3rd mile drive of a stately home in a few seconds.
There are pictures on the internet of MZs doing it!
It costs £10 to watch, there's practice from 10am,
racing in classes until mid afternoon then the
fastest compete against each other in heats until
there's only two left. Someone wins the whole day.

As promised Little Trevor's Voskhod made it back
to Dent 19 years after he got it there. Ominously
the gear selector shaft return spring broke near

Lincoln on the way up and I discovered later there's
a handy little recess in the cases for the piece of
broken spring to nestle in forever, as long as you
stay in Lincolnshire. However Bynnzi made me go
home over what he called the coal road, Dent to
Garsdale Station. The final approach to the station
is seriously downhill and the last bend needs a
handful of brakes, causing the spring end to slip
forward into the gearbox.
Mike Sweeny broke his spring all those years ago
and his ended up in his gearbox too. He told me
that shortly after the indicator/lighting coil
revelation. Just like Mike's my gearbox locked up
and that was that.

short phone call is all it takes to invoke the miracle
of modern life and ride home faster than the
Voskhod would have made it anyway. So what
happened? Actually not much.
The damage was hardly visible at all. None of the
gears looked traumatised and the quick inspection I
had time for revealed only that the mainshaft was
slightly bent. I grabbed another one out of the bits
box, with 3rd already on it and in it went. All
seemed fine until I reached 3rd gear on my road
test. Under load it whined like a teenage princess.
Remember good, bad and adequate? It was
running, that'll do. Why something which looks
perfectly OK on the bench should make so much
noise remains to be discovered, I'll look later.
There is some risk that 3rd will bed in as the odd
pair of gears settles down and runs quiet before I
get round to it.

Well, the vow of poverty is
still limping along and
instead of being the hoped
for antidote to the
pressures of modern life
has engaged Babylon's infrastructure by needing to
get home quickly. I'm afraid achieving a miserly 90
miles to the gallon of 40 to 1 pales into
insignificance compared to the carbon footprint of
being driven home in a huge and smoky South
Yorkshire Recovery truck, a monster given life
purely to facilitate the propagation of consumerism.
The AA was only the first leg of our journey home,
so badly not the destination it was painful to
endure. Therein lies the shame.

Pictured below is the quaint and peculiar K35, very
much a part of the Voskhod experience. Isn't it
beautiful and sooooo Russian? Somehow I feel
replacing it with a Mikuni is cheating as badly as
AA recovery! It's an odd instrument in that the pilot
system is not concerned with air and delivers petrol
only through a
small hole in the
bottom of the
venturi. What
looks like the
airscrew on other
carbs isn't and
screwing it in
shuts off the fuel
completely if you
like. Why would
you do this?

If I'd been true to my cause would I have found a
way? Would I have hitched home and returned
likewise, carrying another engine to fit in the
driveway of a helpful stranger? Could I have rebuilt
this one, removed the broken spring and struggled
home missing teeth? Maybe if this wasn't Western
Europe I'd have forged new gears out of discarded
cutlery! But it is Western Europe and so far I'm
priviliged Western pretending. I had to be at work
on Wednesday, the mighty Ten Pin Triumph has
broken a cam follower and I wanted to be at The
Three Magpies the next weekend. Oh well, one

Because the float
bowl is on the
side, leaning the
bike left lowers
the fuel level in
the carb body and leaning right floods it. Old K35s
have worn a bit and as they do, the float level rises
as the needle works its way further into its valve.
Either you can lean left at traffic lights to
compensate or you can screw in the pilot screw to
restore the idle mixture ratio. But, having done this,
you might shut off the major route for petrol into the

Voskhod
Piece
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engine on a light throttle making it a bastard to start
when hot. I did.

foreign bodies to blame, I haven't thought of a
better reason yet.

The theoretical fix is to press out the brass pipe on
top of the float bowl lid, skim an arbitrary increment
off the bottom and press it back in, lowering the
float height. Then you can let lots of petrol in past
the screw. There wasn't time before The Three
Magpies to try this, so I bumped her off for the
duration. I think it might run sweeter slow too.

After the wall fell we
couldn't get parts for our
Russians before the
Eastern entrepreneurs got
going and I remember Gary
Caroll, the then COC spares secretary, announcing
that he could get two stroke pistons made for
something like £55 each complete, if he ordered
lots. That is with rings, circlips and gudgeon pins.
In 1998 that was a lot of money but anxious to
secure a future for his Voskhods, and the top
endless Jupiter 5 Gary sold him, Little Trevor took
him up on his offer and ordered boxes of them in
two rebore sizes. I have them now. Incidentally I
met a man at Dent who offered to buy the contents
of Trevor's garage many years ago but Trevor
wanted to keep it then. This could have been you
mate! Given that we have something of a quality
nightmare going on with Eastern Europe's parts
suppliers at present, see page 31, are these
hangovers from the past any good?

You might have noticed that Trevor's Voskhod is
advertised for sale on the COC website? The idea
was that the high price for what, as a breed, is an
awful motorcycle would be justified by the faults
having been ironed out of this particular example
during use, therefore a punter might expect to just
get on it and go. However, although we've enjoyed
a couple of 500 mile weekends together, the
consensus on the rally field was "£800 for that? But
it's shit!" Sadly, at present, it still requires a healthy
spirit of adventure to appreciate. Voskhods are
fun. As we said, the Western concepts of good or
bad don't apply here, we seek only to achieve the
Soviet goal of adequate!
There are three Voskhods in the shed, one of those
others too is road worthy. How's our sister ship
doing then? This is the people carrier casualty,
accident recorded in the last HV. Getting bored
with Voskhod entrails? The early stages of
Voskhod ownership are like this! How spooky
would another locked gearbox be?
About two weeks after being flattened by the
people carrier I was off to work. The junction at the
end of our street is only far enough away to reach
3rd before slowing down and then "Crunch", sliding
to an early halt, jammed solid.
Is it possible that the shock of the clutch having
been knocked out of my hands could weaken a
tooth which
simply fell
off two
weeks
later?
With no
sign of any
other
damage
and no
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Old but
new
pistons

They were made in Australia by JP Engineering
Products whose agents in the UK were, or still are,
a company called F W Thorntons. Thornton's
website lists car, truck or tractor engine
components only but I'm sure they'd still listen to
special requests as Gary's was.
In the same way that there's a universe of cheese,
to cater for a huge spectrum of tastes, there's a
universe of alluminium alloy too, a thousand
different applications for the use of. Pistons vary
from exotic through simply expensive to normal,
everyday road use, past cheap, into Chinese and
then completely useless. The percentage of silicon
is the major difference but copper, nickel and
magnesium
make a
difference
too and are
all subject
to cost
cutting.
I know
Trevor
didn't have
a clue what

eutectic or hypereutectic alloys are and I'm sure
geometry didn't occur to him either so I think he
simply sent Thorntons an old piston for JP to copy.
Was it a Voskhod or a Jupiter? Cossack club
folklore will tell you they're both the same but that's
not strictly true. It was all so long ago nobody's
going to remember who said what to who, so
twenty years later, we're on our own as far as
instructions or specifications go. In the interests of
science I thought I'd get a battle scarred Voskhod
barrel rebored to fit one of the mysterious JP
pistons to see what happened.
It's perfectly possible to rebore little single cylinder
engine barrels on a lathe but you need a very rigid
set up to prevent tool deflection turning a tapered
bore down a long hole and on a two stroke,
bouncing over the ports. For that reason I asked
my mates at Green's Motorcycles in Beccles, who
own a real (rigid), dedicated boring machine, to do
my rebore.
£60!!!! Is that how much a rebore costs these
days? Apparently it is. Next time it'll be Ebay for a
second hand boring head then. The next surprise
was, in spite of Green's being well respected and
unquestionably competent, the 0.08mm skirt
clearance I asked for, uncertain of what JP pistons
are made of, got lost in translation. I ended up
with the usual 0.05mm, which is the normal, nice
Japanese piston tolerance. Was it OK? No
chance!
If I was careful I could ride about 3 or 4 miles
before the piston expanded enough to jam in the
bore. Notice I didn't say seize? That's not what
happened. The engine started to slow, ran rough
as the heat got to it then ground to a halt for a few
minutes, then as long as it was only once or twice,
off it went again. Strangely the piston got polished
but didn't melt. Whatever aluminium alloy this is
expands lots but has a very high melting point.
Once it's critically swelled up a couple of times,
you've scaled an exponential curve and more heat
makes hot hotter faster. A flask of coffee for some
lengthy roadside contemplation helps then.
Unfortunately I'd set the ring end gap to fit this bore
so I was reluctant to hone looser. The shiniest
polished patch on the piston was around the
gudgeon pin hole. You'lll see from the pictures that
the JP piston has much reinforcing where the
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standard one
doesn't and the
volume of
aluminium will
expand more
rather than less.
Notice also the standard's cut out space around the
hole to allow for such expansion. Round pistons
usually have this. Normally it's that or an oval grind
but the JP
has neither.
I filed one
but that
didn't help
very much.
Plan B was
to rough up
the surface
of the skirt
to make it easy for bedding in to polish wherever it
liked without generating too much heat by trying to
reduce an already shiny surface. This worked
spectacularly. I can't tell you what the piston looks
like now because taking
it out again isn't
necessary. It's the best
fitting piston a
Voskhod's ever had!
The other problem (He
means there's only two?) is weight. My original
flimsy Voskhod piston with pin and rings is a
lightweight 236g. The industrial strength Australian
assembly is a 295g lump, making it 59g heavier.
According to common sense, that much is going to
cock up the balance and stress the rod. However
on a single, there's always some up and down or
front to back vibe left because you can't perfectly
balance something which goes up and down with
something which goes round. It depends on your
installation how much of which vibe you accept.
Did anyone back at the Kovrov Works care?
Voskhod cranks don't look like they've been
individually balanced. Gotta get the next 10,000
units out to appease The Ministry of course! It's not
ridiculous to wonder therefore, when an extra 59g
changes the balance, if it might actually make it
smoother. Simply for the art in the experiment the
JP piston is in as heavy as it came out of the box to
see what happens. So far, at a gentle running in
pace, it doesn't feel a lot different.

Right is the
home made
log burner at
Dent, a focus
for chilly
nights
conversation
at rallies, and
the man
himself on
three wheels rather than the
two featured in .............

Bynnzi

And the band played on.
The dogs are having a bark after an overzealous
knock on the door. Turns out that it’s my good
friend Carlos, early for our appointment to throw
ourselves at the elements. He’s living a life of
delusion, he started rolling his own fags as a
means to cut down on his habit. But now always
arrives early in order to partake of 2 rollies where
he would have just had one ready made. It’s the
same when we stop for a tea.
He reminds me of workers coming out after a shift
in a non smoking mill and lighting up, the first fag
lasting seconds and smoked desperately in one
inhalation. But the benefit is I’m never waiting for
his arrival. New to motorcycling having made time
in his busy fishing timetable to take the bike test,
the thrill of the open road is gradually taking
precedence in his thinking.
After rattling round on a 25 year old CZ125 for a
year or two the purchase of a shiny new Mash 400
roadster was a revelation. Starting, stopping and
propelling him up hills at more than 15 mph, and no
2 stroke cloud behind making him look like a fat
Dan Dare. I was so impressed with the Mash that I
shuffled off and got one of the dirtstar scrambler
variety for myself and find it hard to leave in the
shed.
Carl’s bike stands gleaming, he has a bit of a
polishing problem. I however don’t, and today I am
going to ride my MZ Trophy which is in as found
condition. Scabby paint, rust spots and gleaming in
the matt fashion a coat of wd40 leaves. Boxing
Day 2015 this bike along with 4 of his buddies was
under 6’ of sewage, as the river Aire which
generally meanders past my house inundated my
workshop, after weeks of torrential rain culminated
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in a 20’ rise of water level. Anyhoo after an engine
strip and a bit of a wash we were back on the road
in a couple of weeks, you can still find silt in hard to
get crannies round the bike but I think this adds to
his allure. Today I have semi planned a route to
Colne in Lanky hell, that’s the destination anyways,
the route as always is an organic thing and will alter
as my memory banks kick in. Sometimes I struggle
to remember what direction to set off! Another
couple of dog ends added to the small pile at my
garden gate and we are off, leaving the small
market town of Bingley in a Lanky direction.
With One of Timothy Taylor’s fine houses, The
Brown Cow on our left we wiggle up the B6429
towards Harden and Cullingworth, passing the
former country pile of the Ferrands family. The
house now split into yuppie dwellings, but the
grounds given over to horse riders, dog walkers
and possibly twilight doggers.
Another large house with the same fate lies in the
valley to our left, Harden Grange, with Harden beck
chuckling down the valley to pass under a local
beauty spot called Beckfoot bridge. This is a
packhorse crossing dating back to the Templar’s.
There is a single track road to and from it and a
ford should you wish to get your tyres wet.
The proliferation of these large houses is due to
Bingley's location, 7 miles from Bradford. In the
days of the wool trade the town was only second to
London in prosperity, and the wool barons built
their mansions in what was once countryside.
Local legend has it that there were actually more
Rolls Royces here than in the big smoke.
However all that is gone now, the town is on its
arse with only memories of the former glories to be
glimpsed and wondered at.
Ever onwards up through Harden over a stretch of
pretty road with fields on either side and sheep
grazing, through Cullingworth and under the railway
bridge. It’s many years since Mr Beeching worked
his mischief and closed the lifeline to Cullingworth,
but what used to be a through line from Bradford to
Keighley and on to the rest of the world, has now
been turned into a cycle track. Albeit a brief one as
local landowners having been gifted the old
trackbed are proving reticent in giving it back, and
detours round these sections are necessary.
Negotiations are ongoing.

Under the bridge and up the hill where a left right
shuffle across the A629 puts us on the road to
Oxenhope. Another country road winding through
the landscape, this time with Oxenhope moor on
our right. A bleak expanse but only for a couple of
miles then after a sharp left for another Taylor’s
house, The Dog and Gun appears. Too early to
stop for refreshments a right turn at the pub takes
us down to Oxenhope proper.
At the mini rotundabout the way on is to the left up
the A6033, but to the right is Haworth and Keighley
passing by our local hospice Manorlands, another
repurposed industrialist's estate. This wonderful
place, run by the Sue Ryder charity has sadly been
the last home of too many friends. Straight at the
rotundabout takes you to the museum and top
station of the Worth Valley Railway, and eventually
to Colne via a different road. The herders, this will
be our return route.
We turn left and follow the twisting village street
until having passed the boneyard it emerges onto a
swooping road through bleak moorland which
drops over a cattle grid into the Calder valley at
Hebden Bridge. The cattle grid is a relatively
modern occurrence. When I first started driving, a
dog was stationed at each side of the road living in
a kennel and tethered with enough rope so they
could meet in the middle to deter wandering
bovines.
Hebden Bridge is a small town peopled by free
thinkers and apparently to lesbanians what Salem’s
lot was to vampires. It’s another town which is
prone to rising damp, the homes and businesses
here and further up the Calder valley were
inundated by floods the same Christmas I had a
problem. The aftermath is still being felt 3 years
later with many properties still empty and
dehumidifiers in action. Progress down the valley is
frustrated by ongoing flood defence works. There
is a siren which is sounded to warn of imminent
flood danger, and an eerie quiet falls over the
valley whenever it’s wail echoes from the craggs.
We head along the A646 through the bustling town
towards Todmorden and negotiate a turning circle
which is necessary for us to take the turn we need
up the steep side of the valley to Heptonstall. This
is a quiet village dominated by its church, which is
a prominent landmark. The next hamlet is called
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Slack, which comprises of two parts. Slack top and
Slack bottom. I always titter.
From here a right turn takes us towards Widdop, a
look to the left just past the junction and there is a
lantern roofed railway carriage sinking slowly into
dereliction. It is sited behind a chapel and must
have been utilised to create extra space. The road
onwards is single track heaven weaving along with
Wadsworth moor and the forest of Trawden on the
right, through Widdop gate, eventually sneaking us
unceremoniously into Lanky hell and the A6068 at
Laneshaw Bridge.
Straight over the road at this point and the road
stays spectacular as it snakes over Elslack moor
and on to Skipton, The Yorkshire Dales or further
up to Cumbria. But here we turn left, lose the good
roads and head into the border town of Colne on
uninspiring two lane tarmac.
Pendle hill standing sentinel in the distance, we
follow the one way system round the town center
then pull over and park. This is our destination, and
at first sight nothing much to look at. I cross the
road as the first of the fags is lit and enter a small
memorial garden. It’s the sort of place that you
drive past without noticing, and I’m sure many of
the natives aren’t aware that it exists. I have been
oblivious to it for years, and only the off chance of
stopping opposite in traffic brought it to my
attention. The first thing I noticed was a 6” model of
a ship in the middle of a flowerbed, there’s strange
thought I, that looks like the Titanic! On closer
inspection that is exactly what it is.
Colne’s famous son is a gentleman called Wallace
Hartley. Not a name that many people now
recognise, but on April 15th 1912 he and his chums
were national heroes. And Mr Hartley himself was
lauded as a local lad made good. Wallace Hartley
was the bandmaster on RMS Titanic, he and his
colleagues famously played on as the biggest most
luxurious ship the world had seen foundered,
providing a soundtrack to this maritime disaster.
The townspeople of Colne raised enough cash to
provide a garden, facsimile ship and obelisk to the
good fellow's memory. And still maintain it.
History lesson over, and second fag itself history,
we saddle up and retrace our route back to
Laneshaw Bridge where we turn back into the

junction previously exited. It’s only another hundred
yards and we are onto a road not yet travelled
which will eventually drop us into the outskirts of
the northern powerhouse that is Keighley. The
road, another twisty ribbon of pleasure takes us
past the deserted village of Wycoller. Now a
country park, the hall is said to be the inspiration of
Fearndean Manor in the book Jane Eyre by that
there Bronte lady.
Rising up over a high point named The Herders by
locals in memory of a pub which used to be here,
then a quick spurt along a straight undulating road
which runs alongside a reservoir to a hamlet called
Scartop where a left turn takes us to Oakworth and
another Taylor’s house The Grouse. (Taylor’s is
brewed in Keighley) Opposite the pub is a farm
track which we take and eventually bounce down to
a quiet bend in the road where there is a pond and
another memorial. This one dedicated to the
Canadian aircrew of a Wellington bomber which
ploughed into the hillside here (probably creating
the pond!) on 2nd January 1944.
We take a break here, and both of us being nearer
60 than 50, utilise the wall opposite then let the
blood flow back into our buttocks while short shrift
is made of 2 more gaspers. From here our offroading skills are honed as we negotiate a wash
out then rejoin the tarmac at the side of Oakworth
cremy. Onwards through the hamlet of Slippery
Ford and down to the main B6143 Oakworth
Keighley road. A short distance towards Keighley
then a right turn down Goosecote lane which we
follow down the hill until a cobbled right hand
feather deposits us at Damems station on the
Worth Valley line. The coast is clear and the gates
are open on the cobbled level crossing so it’s
straight over and up an unmade road to the A629.
I once got a bubbling by the guard/trainspotter at
Damems Station because I parked on the crossing
to take a photo of my bike. Perhaps he had
forgotten that following a telephone warning of a
trains imminent arrival, his job was to close the
crossing gates manually. Thus giving me ample
time to saddle up and do one.
Right turn on to the main road, again for only a
short distance then a left up another unmade road
takes us along the valley with a steam train huffing
up the gradient from Keighley to Haworth below us
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to the left. Nebulas of steam obscuring the scenery.
This track leads to the small village of Hainworth,
just a dormitory now but once there were shops
and a school here.
Nearly home now, another tee junction where we
turn right. If we had gone left a long cobbled lane
drops down to Ingrow station on the same line we
crossed earlier and then into Keighley. We head up
the hill and within a mile pull into the car park of
The Guide. This pub is a regular haunt and very
biker friendly, also being in the middle of Harden
moor, welcomes walkers and dogs. The dog bowl
being an inverted open face helmet.
Still on the bike so no beer, this is a shame as the
pub is supplied by the Old Spot Brewery which is
only a mile distant and one of my favourite brews,
but we sit and chat over pints of lime and soda
while some more tobacco gets burned. Only 5
minutes down hill from here and we will be back to
the Brown Cow, so we sit awhile talking through the
ride whilst we hear the bikes ticking down in the
background. Life is good.
Route can be viewed at www.plotaroute.com
Search glumbuster3. For the digitally challenged,
when you do this, a map comes up and a cursor
traces the route, adding up the miles as it goes so
you can jump to any point along the route using the
orange progress slider along the bottom to find out
how far the juicy bits are. See, sort of, below.

Stafford
in April

After a bit of work to translate
Lytham St Anne's into
something like English, here's
our very own Comrade Carl
with the tale of the latest show .........

ton anchor”) That night NO fire in the club one but
alcohol fuelled us through. Sunday was the better
day as the sun shone and the outside traders
appeared to sell wares a lot overpriced but there
was the odd bargain to get.

What a wet and windy show we had that weekend
but did it deter us? NO. Hardy souls were released
from the asylum for the weekend of merriment
(hold down the gazebo, flatten that tent, is that
water in my ale? Etc.)

After a problem with the stand space early on with
the form info, we were back on the balcony. The
stand was a bit smaller due to the mix up but I still
managed to get 4 combos and 3 two strokes on it
as well as 2 solos on the outside flanking the table.
Also hanging over the balcony on the railings was
the original Nevals sign supplied by Tony, draped
either side by the Ukrainian and Russian flags.
With flags unfurled and signage you could spot us
anywhere in the hall, we were like a sore thumb,
unmissable.
On Saturday the weather went from bad to worse
with wind and rain but this made the halls
extremely busy with keeping dry the best option.
Due to this we had a constant stream of people
who showed real interest in our machines and a
few club members turned up and introduced
themselves and prevailed of the free beverages.
During the afternoon my gazebo over the fire gave
up and collapsed, Tony got a bit worried and nailed
down every part of the club one then stayed and
guarded it till
end of show,
(I think he
was singing
the song “tied
down with
battleship
chain 50ft
long and a 2
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During the afternoon I had a great idea of getting
the stars of the show, The Birchall Brothers (who
are the TT sidecar record holders) to pose on one
of our combos. I didn’t ask myself but got our
glamourous mem secretary Gina who no one could
refuse (she got 3 new members signed up at the
show) to cajole these young men and it worked, up
they came and we used Phil Spowarts combo and
they enjoyed it (TT the Russians are coming). No
awards again but I don’t think any other club got
the photo chance we had.
Bikes diplayed by members were: Paul (Ewok)
Greensmith, Dalesman combo. Russell Johnson,
Ural M67 combo. Bill Toland, Ural Gearup combo.
Phil Spowart, EMC engined ural combo. Tony
Jones Ypan M67, Ken Sutton Ypan K750, Mike
Stevens Riga 12, Matt (Chewie) Woodward Minsk
125, Comrade Carl Voskhod 2. Thanks for your
help and bikes. Now begging time, I need bikes for

the October show 19th and 20th. Get in touch and
help out, you might like it. Closing date end of
August.
The Birchall
Brothers race this
beast, right, in
world
championship
events. It's what's
called an LCR F1
which means the class allows the engine in the
back, in this case an R6 Yamaha, and it powered
them to world titles in 2016 and 2017. For the TT
however, regulations insist on a short F2 chassis
with the engine in the middle, this time a 600
Honda. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f-Cu4y5SUs for those of you with computers if you want
to watch what that looks like through splattered bug
juice, 6" off the floor. And if you want to see what
lovely people they are https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=pjNIhMRRX-A is them handing it over to
the Manx Museum, after seven TT wins.
While you're here Carl,
sell us a very shiny
bike.........

Wanna buy
a Dnepr?

For Sale
1987 Dnepr
MT11 combo
with V5.
All been
powder coated
(Except for
sidecar body)
Comes with
screen, leg
guards and electronic ignition. Also spare engine,
front forks and other spare parts. The bike was built
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as show bike for the
stand and was not
used on the road and
that’s why the
sidecar chassis has
not been assembled
or the chair been
painted due to them not being displayed and due to
van space. £2100.00 ono. Phone Comrade Carl
01253 720327 after 6pm.

Here's Tony Jones........
Seen for sale in the autojumble at the Stafford
Classic Bike show was this M106. (above) Built at
the Minsk motorcycle works between 1969 and
1974. This bike was a 1972 model and it was UK
registered. A £500 bid wasn't accepted. I hope it
found a new home. I believe that there was also a
Jupiter 3 for sale in the main hall. Soviet bikes are
starting to appear alongside mainstream makes.

Matt Little has this to sell for
£500. He calls it a PAV
replica. Jawa/CZ people will
know PAV because they were
made in the Czech republic but
significantly perhaps Jawas
were made in India where they
were called Yezdis. You can't see this but the
scooter towing the trailer is an LML, an Indian built
Vespa. Can we assume that the trailer is Indian?

Wanna
buy a
trailer?

Anyone locally who can help would be amazing.
Here is a picture of my bike before, previous page
and after, above.
Here in the office we wondered if dumping the air
filter and silencers might cause trouble, however
the recently fitted electronic ignition could vary from
the instructions in the box! Danny doesn't do
Facebook, the source of a wealth of advice these
days, so if anyone near Cannock fancies helping,
let me know. We're not in a hurry.
Can we also assume that the Vespa looking stand
under it means it can stand up on its own? A cool
feature don't you think? If you want it email your
editor, details on page 4 and I'll put you in touch.

Danny
Lilwall

I live in Cannock, Staffordshire
and I own a 1992 Dnepr MT-11
which I brought as a project, I
like to build and customise old
vehicles. This bike has been turned into a vintage
style rat bobber. Some of the modifications I have
done include; chop the rear frame and insert new
tubing at a lower angle, straight through exhaust,
patina paint job using a product called rusty paint
(www.rustypaint.com) and changed the tank for a
1953 Simpson AWO tank amongst others. I am
also building a 1974 Honda CB360 and a 1973 VW
Beetle, I have an Instagram page for my projects
(search for Black Grease Customs). Currently my
bike is having trouble running, I have a spark issue
on the left (plug constantly sparks when I turn
ignition on, and the carbs are not set up at all!

Fat
Barry

I answered an advert in Horizontal
View put in it by someone who
wanted to sell a load of old Jupiter
bits in about 1994. He lived on
what was left of the Bierley estate in Bradford. I
took my four year old son with me. As we drove
into the estate we were chased by kids on bicycles
who lept onto the back of the van and tried to prise
the doors open, while we were still moving. Burnt
out cars were still smouldering from the night
before and Fat Barry's house was one of two or
three still standing in a street filled with rubble. At
such a tender age my son was astonished and
exclaimed "F'kin hell!" The first time I realised he
knew things I hadn't taught him.
All the ground floor windows were boarded up and
his back garden was surrounded by a twelve foot
wall topped with razor wire. I bought the bits but
Barry didn't help me load them in the van, or rather
he did but his contribution was wrestling them out
of the hands of thieves who tried to empty the van
as fast as we filled it. I'm sure we lost some.
The last time I saw him was at Dent last year, on
his way home on some modern bike. He wasn't
there this year. Bynnzi told me we lost him. "Did
you ever go round his house, did he offer you a cup
of tea?" they ask with a smile, those people who
knew him. Yes he did, but I'm OK.
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Who? We've no idea other
than she entered the CGI
Dnepr engine in some sort of
student design competition and
won it. She was found on the
internet. We featured one of the series before but
here's the whole lot for no other reasons than they
look pretty and Irina's explanation of her choice of
subject in charming East European English.

Irina
Bereza

manufacturing engine - more powerful and more
economical. It is installed on the vehicle-part model
is now manufactured. The second - the
development of advanced vehicle-part, which is
mounted already mastered, but a forced induction
engine.
The engine crankshaft MT8 non-stackable (cast) of
ductile iron. Lower head split connecting rods rotate
on the sliding bearings (bushings), borrowed from
the engine "Moskvich-408". Replacement pads are
relatively simple, it requires on average after 50
thousand kilometers. Plain bearings are very
demanding on the oil clean, so it is purified in a
centrifuge mounted on the front of the crankshaft
journal. Recall: the engine 750m K-rod bearings of
the crankshaft are lubricated by feeding flowing
from the jet pump. In MT8 oil supplied to these
nodes at a higher pressure (2-4 atm.) With a pretreatment in a centrifuge. This greatly reduces the
wear of the friction
surfaces and increases
component life. Even
when pressing on the foot
control with a powerful
pump to deliver oil to the
lubrication points, making
it easier to start the
engine. The original
pressure reducing valve
bypass oil, preventing it is
not mixed with purified
centrifuge.

MZ
Rally

In the lexicon
of motor-fans it
appeared the
word "Dnepr".
So called new
road bike with
a sidecar,
created in Kiev
Motorcycle
Plant. In
accordance with the methodology adopted by the
people of Kiev have divided the development
process of the machine in two steps. The first - is
the construction, testing, debugging and
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Further to our closer cooperation
with the other East European clubs,
so far a purely editorial initiative, I
asked the MZ club magazine man to
send me their rally dates. He seems to be a bit of
an IT techie and instead sent me a link to Google
where all MZ club info is stored. That meant I
needed yet another online account with yet more
passwords and formats and Google, in their effort
to control everthing bless them, are the most
awkward and obstructive bastards on the internet.
Maybe later, when I have time, I'll accept the
challenge.
In the mean time Bynnzi's doing a lovely job of
keeping us up to date with at least the Northern MZ
gatherings and the inimitable (thank goodness)
Charles Hancock does have a bit of a flair with a

computer key pad, something HV appreciates.
Therefore, in the interests of a giggle the MZ club
doesn't deserve to keep for itself, take it away
Charles............
Bynnzi took the pictures from inside his tent and
you should know this is the bike from glumbuster 3.
Spring forward, Yorkshire Rally in Lincolnshire at
Bateman's Brewery, Wainfleet Lincolnshire March
28th, 29th, 30th and 31st 2019. Third time lucky for
the weather for this increasingly popular event. The
sun shone all day from the Thursday to the
Sunday, first day to last. We are absolutely
convinced that the next few meetings at Wainfleet
will be accompanied by torrential rain driving snow
and pack ice. However on this occasion excellent
weather prevailed. Okay enough about the
weather.
The Rally had been extended by a day to make it a
four day event in order that a trip to the world
famous Battle of Britain memorial Flight at RAF
Coningsby could be facilitated. The organiser
arrived on site at 10.30 on the Thursday and two
hours later a concerned rallyist was forcing
batemans XXXB down his throat. By early evening
ten campers including Steve Kent, Paul Hamlyn,
Mark Kenworthy, Harry Stanistreet and of course
Bynnzi had pitched their tents and a curry had been
prepared from the Roadkill Cafe for those campers
who were courageous enough to risk gastroenteritis! And so on to go forth and to drink beer.
A special mention should be made of Bert Hotstone
who had travelled up from Bognor and Richard
Hook from Redditch on his Enfield Interceptor

On the friday morning whilst the slothful and
overhung were abed the Roadkill Cafe prepared a
breakfast of chewy coffee, bacon, eggs and the
usual accompaniments. The author would like to
say that this was eaten in appreciative silence. He
would like also to place on record the gratitude of
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those who broke their fast al fresco. Sadly to do so
would be a total misrepresenation of the facts.
Some participants who must remain nameless but
who for the sake of argument will include Mark
Kenworthy did nothing but make acerbic coments
about the quality of the breakfast cooking! So okay
perhaps having a German army mess tin full of
something which is obvously edible (but only just)
thrust into your hand with an injunction to get on
and eat the f*%**ng stuff is hardly the hallmark of
haute cuisine n'est ce'pas?
The morning was sunny and fresh, warming up as
the morning wore on. Harry Stanistreet gave a
scholarly disquisition on the design improvements
to his device for obtaining bladder relief when one
is esconced in one's tent. Suffice it to say that what
the conversation lacked in elegance it
compensated for in hilarity.
Paul Hamlyn facilitated the ride out to the battle of
Britain memorial Flight at RAF Coningsby. While
others went into Skegness and generally enjoyed
the spring sunshine and a few remained on site.
Day visitors on the Thursday and Friday included
Patrick Purves of the COC and Nigel Stennett -Cox
on a very nice Jawa who stayed in a B&B in
Skegness.
We were joined on Friday by a number of others
including Alan Davies COC on his Ural, Peter
Wright in a Transit, Chris Bastow on his impressive
Guzzi, Jim Adams COC on his Ural, Andy
Greenwood on his MZ who was actually working in
Bardney and Phil Plant on his BMW. Sheila
McQueen had originally planned to travel by MZ
but instead arrived in her 2CV towing a camper
van. Her little 3 legged dog Shaky made himself
useful eating the scraps from the Roadkill Cafe
tables. The evening meal from the Roadkill Cafe
was German pea soup and bratwurst washed down
by copious quantities of beer. The crusty bread was
thoughtfully provided by Bynnzi as well as a jar of
mint sauce. It took the organiser longer to teach
Bynnzi the German for mint sauce than it would
have been for him to make some!
Saturday dawned with more chewy coffee, bacon
and eggs from the Roadkill Cafe and yet more
visitors arrived including Rick Whiteside on his
Matchless G3L, (Rick is notable for being the only
Rally attender from the Lincolnshire section of the

Club!) Martyn Allen and David Dobson on his
Enfield. Jack from Coningsby turned up on his
Harley Davidson and Peter Wadsworth paid us a
visit on his BMW outfit. Finally on Saturday
afternoon just as the bar in the Visitor Centre was
closing Keith Tidswell and posh Mark arrived to pay
a flying visit before they decamped to the Pub. And
so to the Quiz. The warm and sunny weather
meant that most people were out doing what bike
rallies were meant for. Enjoying their bikes and
revelling in the glorious countryside of Lincolnshire
(Lower Yorkshire). In consequence there were only
two teams for the quiz.
The anti Hancock Combo, which after Round One
changed it's name to the Anti Hancock League
was headed up by Binnzi and the Fighting Cocks
were led by Sheila McQueen. The four rounds
were 1 Sieges ; Example in what war was the siege
of Leningrad? 2. Rivers; example in which country
does the River Volga run? 3.Motorcycle
abbreviations; One point for the country of origin
and a second point for what the acronym stood for.
Example P&M. 4 Aircraft of WW2 ; Example what
aircraft was flown by the Dambusters when they
attacked the Dams?
Surprisingly the two teams finished the quiz with
equal points and as is the tradition the match was
decided by each team singing either the
Lincolnshire Poacher or Ilkley Moor. The fighting
Cock sang Ilkley Moor with gusto led by Sheila in
rousing voice. As to the Anti Hancock League led
by Binnzi they were unable to sing a single note
and so the match was awarded to the fighting
Cocks who enjoyed their well deserved prize of a
pint of beer.
As to Binnzi! At this point the Organiser is
struggling! The opening words of a Tale of Two
Cities by Dickens come to mind when Dickens
reminds us of the best and the worst, of wisdom
and foolishness, the spring of hope and the winter
of despair. Binnzi was asked if he could bring back
a bottle of Sauvignon Blanc and brought back a
bottle of Wolf Blass Sauvignon which was red! No
cogent credible explanation was offered for this
embarrassing disappointment! Yet this same man
organised the Rally Badges which were
commented on favourably by all. However, dear
readers, the Organiser saves the worst to the last.
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On the Saturday knowing that his team, The AntiHancock League, which had so stoutly risen to the
challenge of the Quiz and so valiantly fought
through to stand neck and neck with the opposition.
Knowing that all he had to do was lead them in a
rousing rendition of Ilkley Moor what did Binnzi do?
In an act of perfidy which will reverberate down the
years he declined saying that Yorkshire men don't
sing. The Fighting Cocks could not believe their
good fortune and Binnzi's team crept away to
drown their sorrows! All of Yorksire would have
shed a tear had they but known! As one rallyist said
as he wept quietly into his beer. "This is a day that
will live in infamy." And what was Binnzi's response
"Infamy, Infamy they've all got it in for me."
Quiz over and as usual people adjourned to various
hostelries and taverns as they had on the
preceding evenings. Some went to the Woolpack
others went to the Social Club in Wainfleet where
the beer was even cheaper than in the Brewery
Visitor Centre and others stayed on site enjoying
conversation and whatever alcohol came to hand.
It must be said that a considerable amount of
alcohol did come to hand. Discussions around the
pub table or over a mug of tea ranged far and wide.
They included the possibility of the MZRC and the
COC coming together at some point in the future as
the membership declines in numbers. It turns out
that quite a few people such as Peter Wright are
members of both clubs. Another purely domestic
issue was the view that the surplus of funds in the
club kitty could be made in some part available to
section reps so that they could invest in such items
as a gazebo for use at rallies or paying to have
badges and stickers made. Another idea put
forward was for section reps to have a small stock
of regalia items for sale either at sections meetings
or at rallies.

Whatever was talked about during the Rally the
atmosphere of fun, good humour and of people
enjoying themselves was almost palpable. One
thing that came in for unqualified praise was the
help and support which Jason and his team in the
Visitors centre had given which included staying
open for extra time on the Friday evening. Our own
team of foodie critics M.Marc Kenworthy and Steve
Kent were lavish in their praise of the evening
meals provided from the Roadkill Cafe "Roadkill
kitchen is coming along, more variety of animals I
noticed."
So Sunday morning came, breakfast was served
and slowly the camp site emptied with people
beginning their journey home. In some cases they
were facing a ride of four hours or more. It is
always with mixed feelings that one sees friends
both old and new pack their kit, say farewell and
drive away with that distinctive MZ engine sound
gradually fading in the distance.
It was generally agreed that it had been another
good rally in an excellent venue with the help of
excellent weather for a change. There will be a
further Rally at Wainfleet on October 25th, 26th and
27th to coincide with the Brewery Gin and Beer
festival. Activities planned include a treasure hunt
for the Saturday (The Hunt for Red October?) and
a film show in the evening with a quiz in the
afternoon. Any ideas for possible prizes for the
treasure hunt or films that people might enjoy such
as Das Boot and another one suggested by Steve
Kent (the title of which I have already forgotten)
would be much appreciated.
Charles Hancock.

Our Man
in
Havana

Vincent Wood isn't a club
member either but his dad
Stephen is and that's near
enough an excuse to include
Vincent's observations from Cuba, a bit like Eastern
Europe but latin and colourful instead. Outlook by
the way is the magazine of the Sidecar Federation
which Stephen edits, another club crossover.
I haven’t had to do homework on holiday since I
went on a school trip to Barcelona when I was
about 14. Yet, here I am, after three weeks
swanning around Mexico without a care in the
world, about to land in Havana with the words of
the dear editor of the fine publication, ‘Outlook’,
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ringing in my ears,
“Keep an eye out for
bikes.” This may come
across as perfectly
innocuous to the
untrained ear but my
biker translation skills
are adept enough to
realise this actually
means, “Try and gauge
as best a level as you
can of the motorcycling
scene and make a
mental note of anything interesting.” To be fair, this
actually came about from a conversation on the
well-established notoriety of the Cuban car scene,
that most people are aware of, consisting mainly of
1950s American classics and a smattering of
Eastern bloc and Soviet-style machines kept in
running order by any means possible. We
speculated if the lesser-known bike scene might be
similar and so, upon arrival in Cuba, it’s my job to
find out.

The first motorcycle I spot is in passing as my taxi
from the airport sails by, and as if by some twist of
fate it would happen to be a Ural outfit, the type of
Russian set-up my father, the dear editor, happens
to be somewhat obsessed with, and it almost
comically adheres to the preconceived notion that
the vehicles would all be Soviet-era machinery that
I can't help but guffaw at the absurdity of the
situation. My cab driver asks me what I'm laughing
at and my Spanish is barely good enough to tell
him my father owns one of these outfits. it doesn’t
stretch so far as to mention that I once flipped one
of them over in a field (as I’m sure some members
of the Fed will remember).
What is perhaps striking, as we head to the centre
of the city, is just how many motorcycles are about.
Traffic in Havana, just like any other major world

upon closer inspection, these are actually Moto
Guzzis. Given that it is illegal to photograph the
police, military or any of their hardware in the
country, getting a shot of these is no easy task.

city, is pretty abundant and bikes make up a fair
share of that and not just of a certain age. Although
I am not quite aware of it just yet, I will be later
informed that this is because of the cost of owning
a vehicle. I shan't bore you with the ins and outs of
Cuba's well-documented political situation as that
way lies opinion but, in short, modern vehicles do
come in from elsewhere but the government often
buys them in cheap from either Panama or
countries they have previously had a good trading
relationship with (i.e. presently or formerly
communist states) and then sells them on at three
times the price. This leads to some rather
interesting outcomes that I shall expand upon
further on in this article.
Once I have settled into my hotel, there is still
enough daylight for me to take a wander around
the neighbourhood, which just so happens to be
nearby the famed Malecon esplanade-comeseawall where petrol-heads park up and polish their
vehicles of all size and shapes. For all the
gorgeous pictures of crumbling, brightly coloured,
colonial infrastructure, and shots of the bay and
surrounding scenery that you see, no one ever tells
you that the place smells of petrol. Not an
overwhelming, eye-watering stench but a definite
persistent hint that stays with you. I suppose this
comes from a city running cars from a period of
pre-catalytic converters. Also here, is one of the
city's larger police stations, within the walls of an
old Spanish fort, and arranged out the front are
swarms of cheap Suzuki GN 125s and their
Chinese equivalents (Jialing's I believe). Again, the
odd Ural and Dnepr outfit set-up accompany them.
Although this seems to be the overwhelming
makeup of two-wheeled transport in the capital this
is not uniformly the case across the country.
Certainly, it would seem that police patrols on the
massive highways in and out of major cities are
equipped with large-American style cruisers but
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The city of Santiago de Cuba is perhaps far more
eclectic in its range of ‘motos' given that here they
are used predominantly as taxis and so anyone
who has one here is quite often inclined to pick up
and drop off any persons who might offer them a
fee. As such, the sight of whole families, often with
shopping bags, goods or wares piled up with them,
desperately clinging to a perilously teetering bike is
not a rare occurrence and given that some of the
four-way crosses lack power to the traffic lights, this
is an even more stomach-churning visage. This
cab culture gives an interesting quirk to the range
of motorcycles available as some take the notion of
a ‘motor' and a ‘cycle' to its purest form where an
engine of any sort is affixed to a literal bicycle.

In fact, given the cost of getting a vehicle and the,
sometimes, quite hard to come by pieces and
parts, you are more often than not deceived by the
brand on the tank of a bike. A practice that has
evolved in both the car driving and motorcycling
worlds of Cuba is something that the Australian car
enthusiasts refer to as ‘Frankensteiners'. This is
where two, or more, vehicles are welded/patched/
stitched together to create an inadvertent hybrid.
Where parts are unavailable, the engine, chain,
lights, or whatever else is needed, of an entirely
different make or model are fitted as best as
possible creating something of a Frankenstein's
ride, as it were. Nowhere is this more evident than
in the outfits that can be seen. Where, on initial
glance one might think there is an inordinate
amount of Urals about, with their distinctive tin-tub

shaped sidecars still in abundance, a closer look
would reveal that, where the mechanical part has
failed, possibly many years ago, the sidecar goes
on and on and on and so is subsequently fitted to
whatever bike (or amalgamation of bikes) that is
available.
That’s not to
say that the
original bikes
themselves
aren’t
necessarily
still around.
As the
indomitable
Cuban
ingenuity has
proved with
their classic
car scene, the nation has become proficient in
keeping old things going by all and any means
possible. As such, I (a man of a certain age, born
the year of the collapse of the Soviet Union) was
surprised to see so many vehicles that I would
have otherwise had no knowledge about if it
weren't for my father's strange infatuation with outdated technology. This includes a wide array of
MZs (some
still quite
modern to be
fair) and
Cossacks.
Given the
state of some,
(read: most) of
the roads,
bikes also offer up that extra bit of manoeuvrability
to avoid pot-holes and craters that plague further
afield parts of the island nation. As such,
motorcycles are only matched in popularity by
horses. To say that they are so vast in number is
down to practicality and pragmatism would be
unfair though, as there is certainly an affinity to
freewheeling about on two tires rather than four.
Cuba has a bold love for biking, in part fuelled by
national hero Ernesto ‘Che' Guevara who famously
traversed South America via motorcycle and many
machines will have his face plastered over them.
One of his sons has even set up his own business
trading on such mythology where you can tour the
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country on a bike from his company in a genius bit
of capitalistic branding.
Many of these knights of the road will also tie a red
ribbon to the exhaust pipe or taillights of their noble
steed in a nation-wide superstition that is believed
to see bad-luck attracted to the ribbon rather than it
befalling any other part of the vehicle. I guess in a
country where parts are hard to come by and
minimal cost is of high-priority, every little helps.

On the subject of Frankensteiners, note the Jupiter
with Jawa 638 engine opposite. What do you
mean by "Isn't that a good idea anyway?" and the
Minsk above with MZ rear wheel. "Racing" it says
on the tool box lid.
Right, this would be an
interesting photo of a
Kaparty moped but
instead it's probably
the most easily
avoided composition
fail ever. Couldn't you
just move the chair
Vincent?

Juggernaut

Graham Butler owns a
Ural adorned with a
hundred paniers and a
trailer too, to make camping as comfortable as
possible. However, one step beyond that ............

The "rig" is powered by a poor, overwhelmed
Reliant engine Graham is disappointed in because
it runs out of puff at 50mph. Instead of aluminium
or fibreglass the caravan is plywood, making it
warm and cosy but as heavy as a little plastic three
wheeler car on its own, never mind the tractor unit.

Alternatively, there is
another way. This hot water
bottle, with pink felt cover by
Lovely Hazel, was left in the
pack from the previous
weekend in Yorkshire where
the night time temperature
was easily 10 degrees
lower, if not more. Southern
Softies? As Lovely Hazel
will tell you, the energy's
different.

Mega
spokes

Over the years we've had lots of
pictures of Mike Rowe's rear
wheel, or his outfit up ended
having it removed. This is
because he's been plagued with broken spokes
which not even those hardcore bolt spokes has
managed to fix. So, why not put two lots in?

The best
feature
however and a
stroke of pure
genius is the
speedo reading
magnifying
glass,
necessary
because the motorcycle front
end and consequent
motorcycle length speedo
cable make the speedo too far
away to read. Absolutely
barkin' fantastic!
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Motorcycles Times is an on line magazine based
on contributions from readers, advertisers and
events organisers run by Mark and Evelyn.
www.motorcycletimes.com says "Since 1989
MOTORCYCLE TIMES has provided grassroots
coverage for motorcycle communities in
Pennsylvania, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia,
Washington, D.C., Delaware and the DelMarVa
resort areas." and "Thanks for helping support and
grow our grassroots community. Thanks for
making us the premier free motorcycle magazine in
the Mid-Atlantic Area for 30+ years!"
It's available in print too and on Facebook and I
suppose Mid Atlantic means the middle of the
Atlantic coast of the USA. However, they've
published an article by a couple of Brits which
they've graciously allowed us to reprint as long as
we don't bugger about with it and credit them as the
source. Of course we're pleased to do that and
encourage our readers to take a look at what is a
fascinating insight into motorcycling in the USA.
From here on it's all Motorcycle Times...........

SPECIAL GUEST CONTRIBUTION
ADVENTURES WITH URALS IN THE
LAND OF SHEBA By Clive Denby
and Dave Saunders.
I flew to Addis Ababa, Ethiopia in October 1987 to
undertake three years of teaching biology and
geography in an international school. It was there I
met Dave, a fellow teacher who was also new to
the school. After just a couple of months Dave
came back to our shared flat with a big white
motorbike, over which I drooled. It really was a
case of “It’s not fair, I want one too”. And so I had
my way - I bought mine which was army surplus
some weeks later through a sort of local Arthur
Daly, who ‘gets things done’. It turned out that
these Urals were pretty much the preserve of the
police and military and that we were the only
civilians at that time riding them.
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My first journey was from the centre of Addis to the
school, about 6 km distant and I was gripped with
fear as I had never driven a large bike and was
also now driving on the right. That was easier than I
had anticipated but negotiating roundabouts was
tricky for a while Dave was more of a biker than I,
my own experience being limited to a Honda 50 at
university and a Bantam 100 which I had for three
weeks before it got stolen.
The Ural 650cc was first produced in 1941, made
on the lines of the BMW R71and for the purpose of
having a sidecar attached. It is Russian built, shaft
driven, and has twin carb’s. Mine was still in its
wooden crate caked in grease and had military
green livery so I had it sprayed white and had the
black saddle re-covered in white leather and the
rear of the saddle stepped.

Dave and I took our first trip down to the East
African Rift Valley and stayed at a campsite right
next to Lake Langano (where the school conducted
biology and geography field trips). This is one of
the many Rift Valley lakes situated in this great
chasm in the Earth's crust. The attraction for me to
visit the lake and its environs was that I had long
been (and still am) a keen ornithologist and
Ethiopia excels in its diversity of birdlife.
In those days, crash helmets were not required by
law and it was exhilarating cruising out on the open
road with the hot wind blowing in one’s face - it was
like having your face turned to a hairdryer. We
wore sunshades as a protection against insects
crashing into our faces (some of the beetles were
as large as gobstoppers). Nonetheless we had to
be careful, even though our bikes would only do
about 85kph. Potholes were potentially lethal, and
Dave and I took it in turns to go in front to look out
for them and signal to the rear driver. I once came

close to hitting a confused ostrich running around in
tight circles on the road and there was always the
risk of cattle by the roadside as the grass was
greener there.

Before setting off we had filled a 25 litre jerry can
with petrol as it was rationed, and fuel stations
were very few and far between. Some of our
students’ parents received petrol coupons as part
of their contracts but did not always use them all,
so students would ask if Mr. Saunders or Mr.
Denby needed coupons that coming week-end they were a huge help. There were occasions when
we bought petrol on the black-market which cost
quite a bit more but got us out of several scrapes.
In addition to not having helmets, we also did not
have licenses for these big bikes. We took a
chance in the early days but that situation could not
prevail for long, so Dave tweaked our copied U.K.
licenses and we exchanged them for Ethiopian
ones. There were no provisions anyway for taking
large motorbike tests which probably explained the
lack of big bikes.
On a later trip down to Langano we ventured offroad for which these bikes were definitely not
designed. The engines grew hotter and hotter and
we were lucky not to have serious problems. We
made it back to the main road and went to a garage
to fuel up, using our ill-gotten coupons. Dave was
sitting astride his bike as the attendant filled his
tank. The man’s lack of concentration caused a
huge overflow of petrol which poured over both
engine pots (they project sideways) and sizzled
and smoked in a menacing way. Only Dave’s loud
cries of “bacca bacca” (stop, stop!) prevented
Dave’s gonads being blown into orbit. On one
occasion when leaving the main road to go down to
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the hotel/campsite complex we stopped for two
ladies who were walking down the heavily
crenulated gravel road. As one of them mounted
Dave’s bike she put her bare left foot onto one of
the exhaust boxes. I looked on aghast but not a
grimace from the lady!
On another Rift Valley trip, I was on my own and
got a puncture which was almost certainly caused
by an Acacia thorn penetrating the inner tube. I was
carrying neither tools nor puncture repair
equipment so pushed the bike to the nearest
dwelling, which forsooth happened to be a bar as
well. After sampling a couple of beers, I left the bike
and got back to Addis by hitching. A few days later
I travelled down to the Rift by bus sporting a
borrowed wheel and of course some tools. This
puncture incident obliged me to get a couple of
spare inner tubes, these having to come from an
agency in the U.K. The parcel with the inner tubes
came three weeks after ordering and I went to the
post office to collect it. Now, in Ethiopia one had to
open incoming parcels in front of post-office
officials. This was due to the paranoia of the
military dictatorship that was running the country. I
stood and watched in horror as the man tried to
open my brown paper packaged parcel with a huge
Crocodile Dundee type knife. When I saw what was
likely to happen, I let out a begging plea (which
turned into a feeble whimper) for him to stop
attacking my parcel with his huge weapon. It was
no use. He cut a 3cm long gash in one of tubes. I
was in no position to argue! I did however make a
point by slapping the tube on the counter and
suggested he cut it up and make elastic bands out
of it.
The Langano trips became more frequent events
but there was always an element of risk as Sundaydriving was forbidden unless you were a diplomat
or military officer. This was fine out in the sticks, but
we had to run the gauntlet as we reached the
outskirts of Addis and made our way to the flat.
One very crisp early morning Dave and I were
travelling down to Langano and we sought solace
in a little bar en route run by a most beautiful lady.
After a couple of coffees, we dared have a brandy
apiece - then one more before we moved on.
These brandy-stops became a regular feature on
our trips, irrespective of climatic conditions. Now
the bikes were heavy. Just how heavy I found out
when I gracefully keeled over at a set of robots

(traffic lights) on my way to school. I was wearing
plimsolls and my left shoelace got hooked over the
gear change lever, preventing me from getting my
foot down as I pulled up. Happily, I got help from
the front man in the queue now forming, much to
my acute embarrassment.
My carb’s used to get choked up with nodules of
fibre every so often, a bit like cat fur forming
hairballs in their guts. Dave never experienced this.
Despite all attempts to trace the origin of this fairly
regular problem (which of course caused the bike
to splutter to a halt) we never solved the mystery.
Removing the white accumulations became an
ongoing ritual and I learnt to live with it. We never
had any major problems with the bikes which is just
as well, me not being a fan of messing around with
engines and there not being spares available in
Addis. I did have difficulty some mornings getting
the kick-start to do its job and it sometimes took
about twenty or more kicks for it to get the engine
to burst into life.
On one occasion when we were returning to Addis,
the inner clutch cable securing nipple broke off. I
decided to leave the bike in the nearby village and
go back with Dave, me as pillion. Then I had a
brainwave. I took off the front brake cable which
was longer than the clutch cable. This was solved
by tying two knots in the cable and...it worked,
sufficient to get me back to town.

leverage and the staff did just the job and the priest
showed no concern for the slight new bend on his
trademark possession.
By the way, if you want to buy a new Ural 650
today it will set you back over 15,000 US dollars!
This is indeed steep for such a basic machine
which, according to the internet is largely
unchanged since its heyday. Dave and I bought our
bikes for the equivalent of about two month’s salary
(about £900 at the time). During our stay in Addis,
another 8 teachers at our school bought motorbikes
including two more Urals but all the others were
smaller machines. Checking up a couple of things
on the internet, I was surprised to read that
Adventure Rider magazine has described the Ural
650 as the most unreliable bike in the world! Maybe
- but they did us well enough and I look back on
those days biking in Ethiopia with much happiness
and cherish those fine memories.
By Clive Denby with help from Dave Saunders Feb
2019. Editors Notes: Clive Denby (b.1950) took up
teaching at the age of 36, having worked previously
in wildlife conservation. He taught geography and
biology in seven African countries, providing him
with 27 wonderful years in that continent. In
Ethiopia he had a Ural 650 bike and later while
working in Botswana he had a Honda Goldwing
1100.
Whilst in Swaziland he wrote a weekly half page
article entitled Science Matters for the national
newspaper - this ran for nearly 5 years. The articles
featured any aspect of science (biology, chemistry, ecology, medicine, scientists, inventions etc)
which was delivered in a light and humorous style ‘popular science’ - using analogies where possible.
He has now retired and spends his time writing,
playing guitar and ruminating on what it all means.

I must just mention the day of true divine
intervention. Dave and Malcolm were off on a trip
and Malcolm (who had also got himself a Ural) got
a puncture, which of course meant a wheel
removal. They could not shift one of the nuts and,
being out in the sticks, were in despair when, from
out of the blue came an Ethiopian priest sporting a
2m long metal hooked staff. What they needed was
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Mike
Smith

Hi Paul. Well at long last I am now
the proud owner of a Dnepr K750.
Thanks to you and the COC. And to
say I'm pleased with the bike is an
understatement. This is just the type of project I like
all there but lots to do? Had a good trip up to
Alan's, a really nice guy. Well I started work on the
bike the next day, put a battery on, checked levels
three kicks and she burst into life and sounded fair.

It's Fr Alan Davies looking very shiny in the sun on
his other bike, an exquisite C11 BSA. Below is
Roger Adams on his just as shiny Jawa, functional
rather than exquisite because it's one of Dave
Angel's F2 babies and brand new.

These two know each other, see page 21 in the
previous HV, but at the time of writing we don't yet
know how the Voskhod deal went. We know about
this though,
pictured right.
Alan doesn't
have much of
the pile of
projects he
bought left,
this was the
first to go.
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I rode it round our car park and very quickly
realized that most things on the bike were loose
and the brakes didn't seem to work very well, bit of
a so and so when your neighbours fence is getting
closer and closer. I have done the usual, changed
tyres, tubes, tapes, re-riveted shoes. It had no
charge but a
quick clean of
the regulator
contacts
sorted that out
and for a 6 volt
system the
lights seem
very good to
me? When I
first went out
on it I was
very surprised
how smooth
and sure
footed it was and loads of low down power. After a
few journeys out it started to leak oil from the gear
box rear main seal and diff, it also was some times
difficult to engage 3/4 gear which turned out to be a
loose nut on the gear selector shaft so the gear
change quadrent was rocking around. I replaced
oil seals and some bearings so that sorted a few
more problems out. On another trip out it
developed a rattle from the r/hand cylinder, what
turned out to be a little end bush, that is also done

now. On another occasion the dynamo came loose
on its strap and the noise was like a nail gun being
fired from a helicopter. I have done many many
other jobs and all in all its one of the best
motorcycles I can honestly say I have owned, the
engine is very worn and I intend to nurse her,
fingers crossed through the summer and rebuild
during the winter.

Zen
and the
art
of.......

Lots of motorcycle enthusiasts
have read Robert Pursig
thinking his book might be
about motorcycles and been
left wondering what he was
actually trying to say. He
wasn't a happy man at the time to say the least and
I got the impression the same dissastisfaction with
the futility of consumerism which makes me ride a
Voskhod pissed him off too. I think he might have
been trying to define the abstract philosophical
quantity of quality, that which gives meaning to the
joy in possession and the reward of self esteem in
aquiring skill. I expect however to be wrong!
Unfortunately, or perhaps not, we have a lot of
Russian motorcycle owners now who missed the
Soviet era because either they were busy collecting
Nortons and Triumphs at the time or they're recent
new comers to the classic scene and want
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something thrilling to ride instead of a mobile phone
on wheels. What they expect and what actually
happens often seem to be two different things. You
buy a wreck, paint it, order lots of bits from Eastern
Europe and it's just like a proper restoration, isn't
it? Maybe.
The Soviet era was a long time ago and then, parts
were hard to get, where from? What the classic
world likes to call NOS, New Old Stock, which
means stashes of unused factory parts, were
unlikely to have existed on the wrong side of the
wall and if they did, they were discovered and used
long before we needed them. Redundant dealer
stock only happens in the West. In spite of the fact
that many East European parts suppliers pretend to
have original factory stuff, I doubt that.
Poor embattled Chris Tomes, in a noble effort to
help, used to get things he didn't have for his
customers by buying on Russian Ebay. My
personal experience of this was the pair of Jupiter 5
cylinders mentioned in the last issue. Again the
pressure on space in HV means their true horror, or
the humour in the sheer gall of trying it on will have
to wait until the Jupiter in question takes its turn on
the bench. In Russia, blatant bare faced lying is an
accepted business model. I read somewhere some
well respected author called them all anarchists.

Here's Chris Tomes himself in reply to my worry
that NOS from Eastern Europe had dried up.
"I am sure you are right, I have seen very little over
the years, and the last I saw in quantity, was when
my father in law showed me his garage, boxes of
parts that he had bought for his bike, he had
enough to build another bike virtually. He gave it all
to me and it all went on Ebay about 13 years ago,
since then very little and they are now asking the
earth for it.
Running down Facebook, have removed myself
from a lot of groups, and will close the pages in the
next 8-12 months.
Ebay I will continue with, but yesterday removed all
IZH, Voskhod and other parts, sticking with the
Dnepr Ural and variants for the time being, to be
honest I am bit fed up with the new breed of owner,
and there seems to be a lot around, little or no
knowledge about the bikes, or the parts they need.
Had a guy yesterday telling me his Dnepr wheels
were correct for his early M72, and I should sell him
M72 brakes, not the Dnepr ones. Others just do not
know what they have and cannot be bothered to
research it. Too many bitsas out there now,
supplied by Eastern Europeans out to make a quick
killing from unsuspecting buyers.
I used to enjoy what I do, but now I dread sitting at
the computer in the morning, have 2 bikes to build
and will buy 3 more to rebuild, at that point I am
thinking about offering sidecar tours of Central
Portugal, taking in heritage sites, wine and food
stops at small producers and evenings in small
hotels or guest houses run by locals, a get to know
the real Portugal thing, and bring the wife girfriend
or whoever."
And on the subject of the Russians themselves.......
"I have become very disillusioned with the Russian
sellers and the quality of parts offered, either new
old stock or supposedly refurbished, I have also
lost trust completely with them, I have this morning
found out that I have been ripped off again by a
supplier in Russia to the tune of 800 pounds, I have
to refund this so in reality over 1800 pounds with
postage. It takes me 2 months to earn that with our
small margins and it is not a figure we can recover
from. I will dip into my dwindling savings to cover
this."
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In need of a pair of Voskhod chain case rubbers
and three sets of standard piston rings I thought I'd
try Minsk Parts in Romania. In the past I know
people have been well satisfied with them. The
website works well and even though Voskhod
piston rings weren't listed on it Matei said he could
get them and asked for the money via Paypal.
Three weeks later I got one set of oversize rings
and two sets of something which looked like piston
rings but weren't round and touched the bore I
wanted them for in a few high spots only. I emailed
him to tell him I thought the rings were poor quality
but then so's a Voskhod, it's Russian, I understand
that, but I hadn't got the chain case rubbers at all.
"Please accept my apologies." he said and now
they're on their way.
I have faith in humanity, I know Matei has a good
heart. He's probably up to his armpits in the same
struggle to sell the East European concept of
business over the ghost of the wall Chris Tomes is.
So what's the answer? Get Zen people! Buy a
Soviet motorcycle and you get something with a
similar support infrastructure to the one it suffered
back home, that is, not much! Know that first, then
want one. The quality in owning a Soviet is not the
obvious one of indifferent manufacture, cheap
materials or sloppy assembly, because then quality
would be seriously lacking. Other people, people
who don't know, assume this simple perception to
be the truth. The real quality, maybe Robert
Pursig's quality, is finding the joy, the art, in the
achievement of success on the higher and
undeniably personal level of owning something as
culturally and historically pure as an old Russian
motorcycle, sweet, Soviet satifaction.
Editorial favourites time, one of the best adverts
ever, Hobgoblin beer.........."What's the matter lager
boy, afraid you might taste something?"

For this issue the heartfelt
greeting of new members
is at the other end of HV in
order to seamlessly explain
that sometimes we have
reports from PJB, from the
battlefront, our
exasperating interface with
DVLA, concerning the registration of old Soviets.
Sometimes we have a retrospective look at out own
history and there's lots of that to come, mostly
thanks to Chris Drucker, the mag(d?) collector.
The content this time has been a little less than
eclectic, bear with me, this summer's been frantic.

And a
warm
welcome
to.....

Conspicuous by its absence is a full report of The
Three Magpies. There's much to report including
Richard Squance making the rally having ridden
everyday for a week to get there from Pisa, yes, in
Italy, in spite of someone else crashing his outfit.
With luck there'll be Ian Matthew's recomisioning of
Val Cropp's Dnepr hedge and of course, more of
Dave Cox's beautiful photography and
Wadsworth's websites. Not all of it is in yet. So we
hope our new members will be sending in their
experiences with loads of pictures and join in the
fun. Be assured if you send it, I'll get it all in here
one day, somehow.
Danny Lilwall,
Hednesford, Staffs.
Stella-Louise Burks,
Ardgay Sutherland. Peter Moore, Great Lumley,
Durham. Joe Rouse, Toefaan, Cwmbran.
Graham(Dibbo) Dibbins, Kingswinford, W. Mids.
Kieran Lynaugh, Burton upon Stathern.
Ken Underdown, Kidderminster Worcs. Su Zie,
Newcastle, Staffs. Adam Trzepadlek, Rugby
Warks. Phil Hollis, Long Eaton, Notts. Stuart
Spencer, Thurmaston, Leics. Michael Turner,
Cardiff. Mark Edwards, Sheffield.
Sadly we have to report that poor
John is suffering from breathing
difficulties and his doctor's advice
is that the
BMW
powered
Dnepr
he's been
riding for
as long
as I can
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John
Denny

remember has had to go, but not far. It's Steve
Coppin's now. This means the Dnepr and John are
still in the club. Wish him well everybody. With
luck our collective good will might seep through the
ether somehow and cheer him up!

Here's a little Three
Magpies taster. This
time the inevitable
horse was blessed
with a sense of
humour and patiently
waited for us to pass,
while her aboard
sent us on our way
with a cheery smile
and a failure to hide
her bewilderment.

Regalia

Regatta Dover Fleeced
Lined Jacket - £47.00
Product
Code:
COCJ1.
Waterproof,
Windproof
hydrafort
polyester
fabric. Fully
lined with
Thermoguard
insulation.
Taped
seams,
concealed
hood and
adjustable
cuffs. 2 zipped lower pockets. These
jackets are very nice and comfortable and
come with the Star Logo on the left breast as
with other products. The club’s web address
(www.cossackownersclub.co.uk) is across the
shoulders on the back. Colours: Only in Black
with Silver Logo and writing. Sizes: M (40") L (42") - XL (44") - XXL(47") - XXXL(50")
Hooded
Sweat
Shirts
£21.50
These are
normally on
an order
only basis.
Woolly
Hats
£8.50
The
woolly hat is
the knitted
type and
again with
either club
logo. This is an essential bit of kit for any club
member. Standard Club Logo or Star Logo.
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Full & Half Zip
Fleeces - £25.00
Product Code:
COC-FL. 100%
Polyester,
unlined. Comes
with Silver Club
Logo or Star
Logo over the left
breast. These
are great for
chilly mornings
on the rally field.
Normal range of
sizes: Medium - Large - Extra Large - XXL &
XXXL.
T Shirts£13.00 Phil
and Gina are
the people to
see about the
current
availability of
styles and
colours. Cloth
badges, metal
pins and
stickers are also
available.
regalia@cossackownersclub.co.uk or on
01780 720420

